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Exchange bias effects along the out-of-plane direction have been investigated in arrays of 100 nm
nanostructures prepared on top of prepatterned substrates, consisting of a ferromagnetic �Pt/Co�
multilayer with out-of-plane anisotropy exchange coupled to an antiferromagnetic IrMn layer. A
significant loop shift is observed in these nanostructures �dots and trenches�. The relative evolutions
of the bias fields with the IrMn thickness in the nanostructures and in the continuous film are
ascribed to both the effects of the IrMn domain size and thermal activation. Lower coordinated spins
in the trenches and at the dot edges are assumed to play a key role on the bias properties. A reduction
of the blocking temperature is observed for both the dots and the trenches with respect to the
continuous film. © 2006 American Institute of Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.2359429�

Exchange bias �EB� refers to a shift of the hysteresis
loop along the magnetic field axis by a quantity termed ex-
change bias field HE. It typically results from the interfacial
coupling between ferromagnetic �FM� and antiferromagnetic
�AFM� layers. The loop shift is usually accompanied by an
increase in the coercivity.1 These systems have been exten-
sively investigated due to their technological applications in
magnetic sensors based on spin valves or magnetic tunnel
junctions.2,3 The increase of the data storage densities points
to the necessity of a miniaturization of these devices. So far,
most of the studies dealing with EB based structures of re-
duced lateral dimensions have been carried out on systems
with in-plane magnetic anisotropy.4 Sensors, such as read
heads, with out-of-plane magnetic anisotropy would, how-
ever, be interesting in order to further increase the storage
densities.5 Although several studies have been published on
the EB phenomenon induced along the out-of-plane direction
in continuous films,6–9 the effects of reduced lateral dimen-
sions on the out-of-plane EB have been far less investigated.
Moreover, they have often led to the conclusion of a nonsig-
nificant bias energy for structures with a characteristic size
below a few hundreds of nanometers.10,11

In this letter, the evolution of the out-of-plane EB phe-
nomenon has been studied in nanostructured �Pt/Co�–IrMn
systems in which the IrMn layer thickness and the number of
Pt/Co repetitions were varied. Relatively large bias fields of
tunable amplitude can be obtained in these nanostructures,
when they are deposited onto prepatterned substrates. How-
ever, the blocking temperature in the nanostructures �dots
and trenches� is lower than in the continuous film.

Si wafers were first patterned to form arrays of Si square
dots, with lateral sizes of 100 nm, height of 200 nm,
and edge to edge spacing of 100 nm �see inset of Fig. 1�.
Two series of multilayers with compositions of
�Pt�2 nm� /Co�0.6 nm��3 / IrMn�tIrMn� /Pt�2 nm� and

�Pt�2 nm� /Co�0.6 nm��n / IrMn�5 nm� /Pt�2 nm� �where
IrMn stands for Ir20Mn80� were dc-magnetron sputtered on
these naturally oxidized patterned wafers thereby coating the
patterned �dots and trenches� and surrounding unpatterned
�continuous� regions.12 The IrMn thickness tIrMn, and the
number of Pt/Co repetitions n were varied from 5 to 19 nm
and from 2 to 5, respectively. The layers were sputtered with
a perpendicular-to-plane incidence and hence cover the top
of the pillar �dots� and the inter dot regions �trenches�.
Previous magnetic force microscopy measurements have re-
vealed that the magnetization of dots with dimensions com-
parable to ours can be up or down independently from the
magnetization direction in the trenches.12 This might be an
indication of the dots and trenches being virtually magneti-
cally decoupled. Cross-section transmission electron micros-
copy images of silicon lines �with a width of 100 nm and a
height of 300 nm� coated with sputtered �Co/Pt� revealed the
presence of granular material on the side wall of the lines.12

However, this material seems to consist of disconnected
grains which might favor the absence of direct coupling be-
tween the magnetic material at the top of the dots and in the
trenches. To set EB, the samples were postannealed and field
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FIG. 1. Hysteresis loops of the continuous films and the nanostructures
�dots and trenches� with composition of �Pt�2 nm� /Co�0.6 nm��3 /
IrMn�9 nm� /Pt�2 nm�. The inset shows a scanning electron microscopy im-
age of the nanostructures.
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cooled from T=550 K �above the blocking temperature of all
systems� under a 2.4 kOe magnetic field, applied along the
out-of-plane direction. Hysteresis loops were measured at
room temperature, along the field cooling direction, using a
polar Kerr effect setup. Either the continuous films or the
nanostructures �dots and trenches at the same time� were
probed by focusing the laser spot accordingly. The blocking
temperature distributions in the dots, trenches, and continu-
ous film were evaluated by field cooling the samples under a
negative field from various temperatures ranging from
300 to 550 K, after the standard cooling procedure.13

Figure 1 shows typical hysteresis loops recorded on the
nanostructured region and on the continuous film with com-
position of �Pt�2 nm� /Co�0.6 nm��3 / IrMn�9 nm� /Pt�2 nm�.
The continuous film displays the expected shifted square
loop with a 100% remanence to saturation ratio.9 For the
nanostructures, two shifted loops can be clearly distin-
guished. As already observed14 and owing to the deposition
and measurement geometries, both the signals from the dots
and that from the trenches can be differentiated. The sharp
transitions, at relatively low fields, correspond to the magne-
tization reversal of the trenches, while the second ones, much
broader and at higher fields, are ascribed to the magnetiza-
tion reversal of the dots. The significant broadening of the
transition observed for the dots has been previously reported
and attributed to inhomogeneities among the dots which re-
sults in a switching field distribution.10,12 It has to be noted
that in both cases, the remanence to saturation ratio remains
close to 1. Additional magnetic force microscopy images
�not shown� allowed us to confirm that in the remanent state,
the dots are in an out-of-plane single domain configuration.

As can be seen in Fig. 1, the coercive field of the dots
��600 Oe� is much larger than that of the trenches
��190 Oe� and continuous film ��180 Oe�. This effect has
been previously observed in patterned systems and has been
attributed to the reduced amount of effective nucleation cen-
ters for the dots and to a possible change in the magnetiza-
tion reversal mechanism in comparison with the continuous
film.10,14–16 In addition, the dot boundaries play a major role
in pinning the magnetization and, in the patterned structures,
the boundary constitutes a more significant part of the struc-
ture relative to the total volume and hence the coercivity
concomitantly increases.

In comparison with earlier studies on out-of-plane EB
nanostructures in the literature,10,11 we observe a significant
bias field for the dots of about 180 Oe �see Fig. 1�,
which corresponds to an exchange energy of around
4.5�10−2 erg cm−2. The achievement of large pinning
energy at small lateral dimensions is a key issue for the

downsizing of spin electronic devices.1 The results obtained
in this study are ascribed to the preparation technique, which
relies on the use of prepatterned wafers thereby avoiding
possible material degradation effects due to post-deposition
etching in contrast to earlier studies.12,16

The understanding of the magnitudes of the bias fields in
dots, trenches, and continuous film requires taking into ac-
count the role of AFM domains �whose size depends on the
AFM thickness� along with thermal activation effects.17

The evolutions of the bias field HE as a function of the
IrMn layer thickness tIrMn for the dots, the trenches, and the
continuous films are shown in Fig. 2.

For the continuous films, above 5 nm of IrMn, the bias
field decreases with increasing the IrMn layer thickness,
as typically reported experimentally and explained
theoretically.1,18 It has actually been derived that the bias
field is inversely proportional to the AFM domain size which
itself increases with increasing the AFM layer thickness.18

Interestingly, the dots show a different behavior, notably
for thin IrMn layers. The bias field increases slightly between
tIrMn=5 and 9 nm and then decreases with increasing the
IrMn layer thickness. It is also important to note that while
for thin IrMn the bias field is smaller for the dots with
respect to the continuous film, for thicker IrMn �above
tIrMn=9 nm� the evolutions of HE with tIrMn for the dots and
for the continuous film match. Such an observation results
from the interplay between constraints in the AFM domain
formation and thermal activation effects.17 Given the inverse
proportionality between the bias field and the IrMn domain
size, it has been previously discussed17 that the constraints
on the IrMn domain size �which, in continuous film, range
from �150 to �600 nm for tIrMn ranging from 5 to 19 nm�
physically imposed by the reduced lateral dimensions of the
dots �100 nm� favor an enhancement of the bias field for the
dots with respect to the continuous films. Moreover, it has
been suggested that the reduced coordination of the spins
located at the edges of the dots makes them certainly more
prone to thermal activation which, in turn, supports a reduc-
tion of the bias field in the dots.17

Using a standard cooling procedure, we were able to
justify that in systems with out-of-plane anisotropy, the dots
are more subject to thermal activation effects than the con-
tinuous films. Figure 3 shows the evolutions of the exchange
bias field HE with the annealing temperature Tanneal from
which the samples have been field cooled in a negative
field.13 This allows estimating the blocking temperature dis-
tribution which stems from local variations in interface
roughness or AFM crystallite sizes. As shown in Fig. 3, the

FIG. 2. Evolutions of the exchange bias field HE with the IrMn thickness
tIrMn for �Pt�2 nm� /Co�0.6 nm��3 / IrMn�tIrMn� /Pt�2 nm� stacks.

FIG. 3. Dependence of the exchange bias field HE on the annealing
temperature Tanneal for �Pt�2 nm� /Co�0.6 nm��3 / IrMn�5 nm� /
Pt�2 nm� stacks.
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magnitude of the bias field, measured at room temperature,
decreases and changes sign as the annealing temperature is
increased. The relative change in bias field is ascribed to the
number of IrMn regions with local blocking temperatures
lower than Tanneal and which pinning direction was thus re-
versed during the second annealing procedure. HE vanishes
at Tanneal�330 K for the dots, whereas it vanishes at a higher
annealing temperature ��365 K� for the continuous film.
Additionally, the temperature at which the bias field levels
off after field cooling in a negative field corresponds to the
maximum local blocking temperature TB and seems to be
also slightly smaller �by about 25 K� for the dots than for the
continuous film. These results confirm that the exchange bi-
ased dots are more prone to thermal activation effects than
the continuous films.

In Fig. 2 we observe that the bias field in the trenches
decreases when the IrMn layer thickness is increased and is
smaller than that in the continuous films over the whole
range of IrMn layer thickness studied. Moreover, for thin
IrMn layers, the magnitude of the bias field in the trenches is
similar to that in the dots while, unexpectedly, for thicker
IrMn, it becomes smaller in the trenches than in the dots.

Such behaviors can be ascribed to the presence of more
weakly coordinated spins at the trenches, which seem to play
a key role in the observed phenomenon. In the trenches, such
spins with a lesser number of neighbors are located at the
bottom of each dot pillar. These spins, in the trenches, would
behave in a similar way to weakly coordinated spins located
at the edges of the top of the dots. They are also expected to
be very prone to thermal activation which results in an over-
all reduction of the bias field in the trenches with respect to
the continuous film. Furthermore, in contrast to the dots, the
interconnection existing between the trenches avoids the
physical constraints imposed on the IrMn domain size origi-
nating from limitations in the lateral dimensions. As a result,
the bias field decreases as the IrMn layer thickness increases,
as it occurs for the continuous films due to the inverse rela-
tionship between the bias field and the AFM domain size,
which is proportional to the IrMn thickness.

The evolution of the exchange bias field HE in the
trenches with the annealing temperature Tanneal, shown in
Fig. 3, is practically identical to that for the dots. Namely, the
trenches with tIrMn=5 nm also exhibit a blocking temperature
lower than for the continuous film, which confirms the fact
that they are more prone to thermal activation.

The matching between �i� the magnitude of the bias field
for the trenches and the dots for thin IrMn �tIrMn�7 nm, see
Fig. 2� and �ii� the temperature evolutions of the bias fields

for the dots and the trenches �see Fig. 3� are both the result of
the more weakly coordinated spins located at the bottom of
the dot pillars in the trenches and at the edges of the top of
the dots. These spins are likely to favor an overall reduction
of the bias field with respect to the continuous film.

Figure 4 shows the evolutions of the bias field HE with
the number of Pt/Co repetitions n �i.e., with the FM layer
thickness� for the dots, the trenches, and the continuous
films. In all cases, HE is reduced when n is increased, as
typically observed in out-of-plane EB continuous bilayers.9

The scaling of this trend had not been reported so far for
trenches or reduced dimension bilayers with out-of-plane an-
isotropy. Such evolutions confirm the interfacial nature of the
hysteresis loop shift resulting from FM-AFM coupling in
dots, trenches, and continuous films.

In conclusion, we have shown that it is possible to in-
duce a significant loop shift, in out-of-plane exchange biased
�Pt/Co� / IrMn dots with lateral sizes of 100 nm. We ascribe
this contrasted behavior to the use of a prepatterning method
which avoids postdeposition degradation of the material as-
sociated with the process of nanopatterning. The relative
evolutions of the bias fields with the IrMn thickness have
allowed us to point out the key role of the more weakly
coordinated spins at the edges of the dots and at the bottom
of the dot pillars in the trenches.
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